




CHAPTER 9: 

How Contact  
Centers Behave

“Every why hath a wherefore.”

SHAKESPEARE,  

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS

AV�VXUHO\�DV�WKH�ODZV�RI�SK\VLFV�GHāQH�WKH�UHDOLWLHV�RI�DLU�WUDYHO��IXQGD-

mental principles govern contact centers. Misunderstanding or ignor-

ing these principles leads to inconsistent service, demoralized employees, 

excessive costs, and poor customer experiences.

Six “immutable laws” are at work in any center that handles inbound con-

tacts. They are immutable because they always have been and always will 

be�WUXH��$OO�DUH�GULYHQ�RU�DW�OHDVW�LQĂXHQFHG�E\�UDQGRP�FRQWDFW�DUULYDO��VHH�

Chapter 3). 

Let’s take a look at each. Along the way, I’ll offer some tips on bringing your 

team up to speed and ensuring that these immutable laws are working for 

(not against) your efforts. 

1. When Service Level Goes Up,  
Occupancy Goes Down

As discussed in Chapter 4, service level is expressed as “X percent of 

contacts answered in Y seconds.” Occupancy is the percentage of time 
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during an interval that agents who are signed in and handling the workload 

are actually handling contacts. The inverse of occupancy is the time that 

agents are waiting to handle contacts. 

SIX IMMUTABLE LAWS AT WORK IN CONTACT CENTERS

1. For a given workload, when service level goes up, occupancy goes down.

2. Keep improving service level and you will reach a point of diminish-
ing returns.

3. For a given VHUYLFH�OHYHO��ODUJHU�DJHQW�JURXSV�DUH�PRUH�HɝFLHQW�WKDQ�
smaller groups.

4. $OO�RWKHU�WKLQJV�EHLQJ�HTXDO��SRROHG�JURXSV�DUH�PRUH�HɝFLHQW�WKDQ�
specialized groups.

5. For a given workload, add VWD�DQG�average speed of answer will go down.

6. For a given workload, add VWD�DQG�trunk load will go down.

Average handling time (sec.) = 210; Contacts: 250

Agents ASA

SL% 

in 20 Sec. Occupancy

Trunk Load 

(in hours)

30 209 24% 97% 54.0

31 75 45% 94% 35.4

32 38 61% 91% 30.2

33 21 73% 88% 28.0

34 13 82% 86% 26.8

35 8 88% 83% 26.1

36 5 92% 81% 25.7

37 3 95% 79% 25.4

38 2 97% 77% 25.3

39 1 98% 75% 25.2

40 1 99% 73% 25.1

41 1 99% 71% 25.1

42 0 100% 69% 25.0
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As the table illustrates, a service level of 80 percent of contacts answered 

in 20 seconds (82/20 in this scenario) equates to an occupancy of 86 per-

cent for that workload. If service level drops to 24 percent answered in 20 

seconds, occupancy goes up to 97 percent.

The relationship between occupancy and service level is often misun-

derstood. The incorrect logic goes something like, “If agents really dig in, 

service level will go up and so will their occupancy.” In reality, if occupancy 

is high, it is because agents are working on one contact after another, with 

little or no wait in between. Contacts are stacked up in queue and service 

level is low. In the worst scenario, occupancy is 100 percent because all 

customers spend at least some time in queue and agents have no breathing 

room between contacts.

When service level goes up, RFFXSDQF\�JRHV�GRZQ��VHH�āJXUH��&RQWDFWV�3HU�

Agents Versus Service Level). Therefore, the average contacts handled per 

agent will also go down. Setting standards on number of contacts handled is 

not recommended, because agents can’t directly control occupancy. Doing so 

ZRXOG�DOVR�FRQĂLFW�ZLWK�DQ�LPSRUWDQW�REMHFWLYH��HQVXUH�WKDW�HQRXJK�DJHQWV�

are available to handle contacts so that your service level objectives are 

achieved. (We will discuss individual performance standards in Chapter 14.)
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2FFXSDQF\�LV�GULYHQ�E\�UDQGRP�FRQWDFW�DUULYDO�DQG�LV�KHDYLO\�LQĂXHQFHG�E\�

service level and group size (see the third immutable law). Managers don’t 

exactly love this principle—no one wants “unproductive” time baked into 

the process. However, the time that agents spend waiting for contacts is 

sliced into 12 seconds here, two seconds there, and so on, and is a factor of 

how contacts are arriving.

In many centers, agents handle other types of work when the inbound 

workload slows down. Blended environments (where agents handle differ-

ent types of work based on workload requirements) make sense—no one 

has a perfect forecast, so schedules don’t always match staff to the call 

load. (As a rule, successful blended environments don’t switch agents from 

one type of work to another minute-by-minute; that’s simply too hard for 

DQ\�SHUVRQ�WR�MXJJOH�DQG�TXLWH�KRQHVWO\�LQHIāFLHQW��7KHVH�EOHQGHG�HQYLURQ-

ments do, however, make the switch for larger blocks of time: a few hours 

of this and a few hours of that.)

But understand what is really happening. When other work is getting done, 

either: a) you have more agents scheduled than necessary to handle the 

workload at your service level goal; or b) VHUYLFH�OHYHO�LV�EHLQJ�VDFULāFHG��

Don’t try to force occupancy higher through non-contact work than what 

base staff calculations predict it should be.

When Is Occupancy Too High?

As any agent knows, periods of high occupancy are stressful. Studies 

suggest that agents begin to burn out around 90 percent occupancy if the 

condition lasts for an extended time, such as several half hours in a row 

(some studies set the threshold as low as 88 percent, others as high as 92 

percent). Taking breaks is a natural reaction to high occupancy, but it com-

pounds the problem.

Consider this scenario. Jen, Ben, and Mary are three of 32 agents plugged 

in and taking calls. 6WDIāQJ�FDOFXODWLRQV��VHH�WDEOH�DERYH��SUHGLFW�WKH�DYHU-

age occupancy for the half hour for 32 agents will be 91 percent and service 
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level will be just above 60 percent answered in 20 seconds. This is what 

these three agents may be thinking:

Jen: Whew! It’s contact after contact this morning. I need a breather. I don’t 

have a scheduled break for 45 minutes, so I’m just going to grab some water 

for a couple of minutes.

2236��1RZ�WKHUH�DUH�RQO\����DJHQWV�KDQGOLQJ�WKH�ZRUN��,I�WUDIāF�NHHSV�DU-

riving at the same clip, service level will drop and occupancy will go up.

Ben: Things are busy today, one contact after another. This customer sure is 

friendly. I wonder if she’s getting that storm I’ve been hearing about …

So Ben takes longer on the contact, essentially taking a breather during 

handling time. Service level drops another notch, and occupancy increases. 

Mary really begins to feel the load ...

Mary: This contact doesn’t really require wrap-up, but …

This is the start of a downward spiral. If contacts are chronically backed up, 

service level will consistently be low and occupancy will be high. The real 

ā[��RI�FRXUVH��JRHV�WR�WKH�IXQGDPHQWDOV�RI�PDQDJLQJ�D�contact center—a 

good forecast, accurate VWDIāQJ�FDOFXODWLRQV��DQG�VFKHGXOHV�WKDW�PDWFK�

people to the workload. It’s also important that each individual under-

stands their impact (see The Power of One).

Occupancy and Adherence to Schedule

Notice an important distinction that this law reveals. When adherence to 

schedule improves, occupancy goes down. Why? Because when agents 

are available to handle more contacts, service level will go up. And when 

service level goes up, occupancy goes down. This means that if your agents 

adhere to their schedules, they don’t have to work as hard. This is an im-

portant concept for everyone to understand.
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When adherence to schedule improves (goes up), 
occupancy goes down.

The terms adherence to schedule and occupancy are often incorrectly 

used interchangeably. They not only mean different things, they move in 

opposite directions. And as we will discuss at in Chapter 14, while adher-

ence to schedule is within the control of individuals, occupancy is deter-

mined by factors outside of an individual’s control.

2. The Law of Diminishing Returns

(FRQRPLVWV�LGHQWLāHG�WKH�law of diminishing returns as it applies to 

PDQXIDFWXULQJ�PDQ\�\HDUV�DJR��EXW�LW�DOVR�FDQ�KDYH�VLJQLāFDQW�LPSDFW�RQ�

RWKHU�HQYLURQPHQWV��LQFOXGLQJ�FRQWDFW�FHQWHUV��,W�FDQ�EH�GHāQHG�WKLV�ZD\��

when successive individual agents are assigned to a given workload, the 

incremental improvements in service level that can be attributed to each 

additional agent will eventually decline.

The /DZ�RI�'LPLQLVKLQJ�5HWXUQV�āJXUH�LV�EDVHG�RQ�Erlang C data from the 

Agents
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average handling time
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VWDIāQJ�WDEOH�DW�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI�WKLV�FKDSWHU��,W�VKRZV�WKDW����DJHQWV�DW�

the given call load will provide a service level of 24 percent in 20 seconds. 

Keep in mind, these numbers will not be exact—at that low of a service 

level, many of the contacts will abandon (not get answered at all). But the 

exact results aside, service level will be poor.

With 31 agents, things improve dramatically, as service level jumps to 45 

percent. Adding one more person yields another big improvement. In 

IDFW��DGGLQJ�RQO\�IRXU�RU�āYH�SHRSOH�WDNHV�service level from the depths to 

something respectable. That means an associated drop in average speed of 

answer (ASA) and trunk load.

The same principle is true for larger groups, as the next table shows. Each 

SHUVRQ�KDV�D�VLJQLāFDQW�SRVLWLYH�LPSDFW�RQ�WKH�queue when service level is 

low, even in groups that are much larger.

Average handling time (sec.) = 210; Contacts: 1,000 in 1/2 hr.

Agents ASA

SL%  

in 20 Sec. Occupancy

Trunk Load 

(in hours)

117 607 7% 100% 437.0

118 135 24% 99% 175.0

119 69 39% 98% 138.0

120 42 51% 97% 123.5

121 29 61% 96% 115.9

122 21 69% 96% 111.4

123 15 75% 95% 108.4

124 11 80% 94% 106.3

125 9 85% 93% 104.8

126 7 88% 93% 103.7

127 5 91% 92% 102.9

128 4 93% 91% 102.2

129 3 94% 90% 101.7

130 3 96% 90% 101.4

131 2 97% 89% 101.1

132 2 97% 88% 100.8

133 1 98% 88% 100.7
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Contact center managers who struggle with a low service level are fond of 

this immutable law because it often doesn’t take many people to improve 

WKLQJV�VLJQLāFDQWO\��7KRVH�PDQDJHUV�ZKR�ZDQW�WR�EH�WKH�ÜEHVW�RI�WKH�EHVWÝ�LQ�

terms of VHUYLFH�OHYHO�āQG�WKDW�WKH�UHODWLRQVKLS�EHWZHHQ�YDU\LQJ�OHYHOV�RI�UH-

sources and service level must be clearly outlined in the budgeting process.

Viewed from a different angle, if you have the right number of people han-

dling contacts to begin with, but just a few of them unplug or go unavail-

able at an inopportune moment, contacts begin to back up. Think of what a 

stalled car blocking just one lane can quickly do to a busy expressway. 

The Power of One 

The power of one is among the most important principles to introduce to 

new hires and reinforce with experienced agents. While we know the im-

pact each agent has on individual customers and the subsequent publicity 

(good or bad) that can come from those experiences, the power of one 

UHIHUV�PRUH�VSHFLāFDOO\�WR�TXHXHV�DQG�ZDLW�WLPHV��

The central theme that shapes contact center operations is that they are 

dynamic; workloads arrive randomly in any center that handles custom-

er-initiated contacts. This, coupled with the reality of how queues behave, 

means that agents who are helping manage the workload affect service 

level—in a good way—far more than they may realize.

(The concept of the power of one has been used frequently across the 

business world, in charitable fundraising, and in the contact center 

profession, including as the title of an excellent booklet by author Penny 

5H\QROGV��+RZHYHU��LW�ZDV�āUVW�SRSXODUL]HG�E\�$XVWUDOLDQ�DXWKRU�%U\FH�

Courtenay, who used it as the title of his 1989 book about a young boy 

growing up in South Africa.)

7DNH�D�ORRN�DJDLQ�DW�WKH�LPSDFW�RI�GLIIHUHQW�VWDIāQJ�OHYHOV��WKLV�LV�WKH�VDPH�

table shown at the beginning of the chapter).
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Service level is bad with 30 agents—just 24 percent answered in 20 sec-

onds. With one additional agent, things improve dramatically. Service level 

jumps to 45 percent (still not great, but almost twice as good). Average 

speed of answer drops from 209 to 75 seconds. Occupancy goes down, 

from 97 percent to 94 percent (that might not sound like a big drop, but it 

feels a lot better!).

Yes, one person makes that much of a difference for customers and the rest 

of the team! Adding one more person yields another big improvement. As 

you can see, if you let your eyes follow the rows down the table, there’s a 

point at which adding agents doesn’t help much, because service is already 

good. You get into the law of diminishing returns. 

1H[W��ORRN�DW�ZKDW�KDSSHQV�WR�FXVWRPHUV�DW�GLIIHUHQW�VWDIāQJ�OHYHOV��VHH�

āJXUH��&XVWRPHU�Delay). If you have 34 agents handling contacts, 65 cus-

WRPHUV�DUH�ZDLWLQJ�āYH�VHFRQGV�RU�ORQJHU��6HYHQ�FXVWRPHUV�UHDFK�DJHQWV�LQ�

WKH�QH[W�āYH�VHFRQGV��VR����DUH�VWLOO�ZDLWLQJ�WHQ�VHFRQGV�RU�ORQJHU��$QRWKHU�

Average handling time (sec.) = 210; Contacts: 250

Agents ASA

SL% 

in 20 Sec. Occupancy

Trunk Load 

(in hours)

30 209 24% 97% 54.0

31 75 45% 94% 35.4

32 38 61% 91% 30.2

33 21 73% 88% 28.0

34 13 82% 86% 26.8

35 8 88% 83% 26.1

36 5 92% 81% 25.7

37 3 95% 79% 25.4

38 2 97% 77% 25.3

39 1 98% 75% 25.2

40 1 99% 73% 25.1

41 1 99% 71% 25.1

42 0 100% 69% 25.0
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VL[�FXVWRPHUV�UHDFK�DJHQWV�LQ�WKH�QH[W�āYH�VHFRQGV��OHDYLQJ����ZDLWLQJ�

15 seconds or longer, and so forth. There’s still one customer waiting 180 

seconds, and no customer waits more than four minutes. It’s a very dif-

ferent story, however, if there are only 30 agents handling calls. Dozens of 

customers are waiting four minutes or longer. The results look far better 

when just one additional agent is added.

Just remember, when queues back up, everybody makes a big difference. 

(DFK�SHUVRQ�KDV�D�VLJQLāFDQW�SRVLWLYH�LPSDFW�RQ�FXVWRPHU�ZDLW�WLPHVØ

which goes far beyond the customers they serve directly. Knowing about 

these dynamics helps agents understand why schedules are a big deal and 

why schedule adherence matters. 

Erlang C for Contact Centers — Customer Delay

Average talk time in seconds: 180

Contacts per half hour: 250

Average after-contact work in seconds: 30

Service level in seconds: 20

Number of customers waiting longer than x seconds

Agents SL% 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 90 120 180 240

30 24 203 199 195 191 184 177 170 163 145 129 101 80

31 45 156 149 143 137 126 115 105 97 74 57 34 20

32 61 118 111 104 97 85 74 65 56 38 25 11 5

33 73 89 81 74 67 56 47 39 32 19 11 4 1

34 82 65 58 52 46 37 29 23 18 9 5 1 0

35 88 47 41 36 31 24 18 14 10 4 2 0 0

36 92 34 29 24 21 15 11 8 6 2 1 0 0

37 95 24 20 16 14 9 6 4 3 1 0 0 0

38 97 16 13 11 9 6 4 2 2 0 0 0 0

39 98 11 9 7 5 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

40 99 7 6 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

41 99 5 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

42 100 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6RXUFH��ICMI’s 4XHXH9LHZ�6WDɝQJ�&DOFXODWRU
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Experienced customer service employees will correctly point out that the 

power of one also has a qualitative aspect. Just consider the ripple effect 

of customer reviews or publicity (good or bad) that can come from any 

interaction. An American Express study found that consumers tell 21 others 

on average about a poor service experience. We’ve all seen videos of bad 

experiences that went viral. And positive word of mouth builds powerful 

brands. When you give a good customer service experience, you’re creat-

ing a powerful marketing force for your company.

The power of one principle is as important as ever, given ever-expand-

ing contact channels and heightened customer expectations for quick 

and easy service. My encouragement is to keep it front and center with 

your team!

Here are some of the steps organizations are taking to reinforce the power 

of one. Think through how you could approach them with your team.

• Educate each person on how much impact he or she has on the 

queue—and incorporate these or similar scenarios into training.

• Develop reasonable expectations for adherence to schedules, and ex-

plain the reasoning behind those expectations.

• Educate everyone on the core steps involved in forecasting and re-

source planning, so that they know how schedules are produced and 

where they come from.

• Provide real-time queue information to agents on readerboards, 

desktops or phones. (We’ll discuss how to use this information in 

Chapter 11.)

• Develop appropriate priorities for the full range of tasks that your team 

handles and guidelines for how to respond to evolving conditions.
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���/DUJHU�*URXSV�$UH�0RUH�(ɝFLHQW
Average group productivity (contacts that a group handles) is not a con-

VWDQW�IDFWRU��,QVWHDG��LWÚV�FRQVWDQWO\�ĂXFWXDWLQJ�DV�WKH�ZRUNORDG�HEEV�DQG�

ĂRZV��(YHQ�ZKHQ�\RX�PDLQWDLQ�D�FRQVLVWHQW�service level through good 

planning and on-target VFKHGXOLQJ��\RXÚOO�āQG�WKDW�DYHUDJH�SURGXFWLYLW\�LV�

relatively lower at lower volumes and relatively higher at higher workloads. 

Because the number of contacts is changing throughout the day, so is aver-

age group productivity.

:K\"�0DWKHPDWLFDOO\��ODUJHU�JURXSV�RI�DJHQWV�DUH�PRUH�HIāFLHQW�WKDQ�

smaller groups, at the same service level. Therefore, larger groups assigned 

WR�KHDY\�PLG�PRUQLQJ�WUDIāF�ZLOO�EH�PRUH�HIāFLHQW�WKDQ�VPDOOHU�JURXSV�

handling the lighter evening load. So, calculating staff the wrong way—as-

VXPLQJ�ā[HG�SURGXFWLYLW\ØZLOO�EH�KLJKO\�LQDFFXUDWH��VHH�WDEOH��7KH�,PSDFW�

of Group Size).

UNDERSTANDING HOW CONTACT CENTERS BEHAVE

The central reality that shapes contact center operations is that they are 
dynamic in the truest sense. Because of the randomly arriving nature of 
customer contacts, each person has a big impact on the organization’s 
responsiveness. That, in turn, is an important enabler to delivering great 
customer experiences, boosting loyalty and contributing to successful 
business results.

$�QRWDEOH�WUHQG�DPRQJ�WKH�PRVW�HHFWLYH�FRQWDFW�FHQWHUV�LV�WR�HGXFDWH�
their entire teams (agents, supervisors, managers and analysts, as well as 
colleagues from across their organizations) on contact center dynamics, 
the power of one, and the value the organization delivers when strong 
cross-functional support is in place. American Express, USAA, and FedEx 
are just a few examples of highly rated companies that have made this 
an ongoing priority.

Providing an understanding of how contact centers behave is a gift to 
those who work in or support them. It just makes good sense.
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This is yet another reason why setting standards on the number of con-

tacts that agents handle is an unfair way to measure productivity. Attempt-

ing to compare groups or sites in a multi-site environment may also be 

PLVOHDGLQJ��WKH�H[FHSWLRQ�ZRXOG�EH�D�QHWZRUN�WKDW�āQGV�WKH�ORQJHVW�ZDLW-

ing agent, a true virtual contact center).

'HVSLWH�PDWKHPDWLFDO�HIāFLHQFLHV��WKHUH�LV�D�SRLQW�ZKHUH�JURXSV�EHFRPH�

so large that occupancy becomes too high for agents. Some managers be-

lieve that the number of agents in a single group should be limited to 125 to 
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250 contacts with 3.5 min
average handling time
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50 80/20 9 65% 5.6

100 80/20 15 78% 6.7

500 80/20 65 90% 7.7

1,000 80/20 124 94% 8.1

$VVXPSWLRQ��$YHUDJH�+DQGOH�7LPH�LV�����PLQXWHV
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150 people. However, plenty of centers have much larger agent groups (the 

U.S. Social Security Administration, Centrelink Australia, China Mobile and 

others have hundreds or even thousands of agents in a single agent group).

Rather than establishing a strict limit to group size, a better approach is to 

watch occupancy and take appropriate measures when it climbs above 90 

percent. For example, in the scenario on page 207, scheduling so that 129 

agents or more are handling the work is recommended, even though the 

required service level may be exceeded. Customers sure won’t mind, and 

your VWDII�ZLOO�EH�DEOH�WR�IXQFWLRQ�HIāFLHQWO\�WKURXJKRXW�WKHLU�VKLIW�

4. The Powerful Pooling Principle

The powerful pooling principle is a mathematical fact that goes like this: 

any movement in the direction of consolidation of resources will result in 

LPSURYHG�WUDIāF�FDUU\LQJ�HIāFLHQF\��&RQYHUVHO\��DQ\�PRYHPHQW�DZD\�IURP�

FRQVROLGDWLRQ�RI�UHVRXUFHV�ZLOO�UHVXOW�LQ�UHGXFHG�WUDIāF�FDUU\LQJ�HIāFLHQF\��

Put more simply, if you take several small, specialized agent groups, and 

effectively cross-train them and put them into a single group, you’ll have a 

PRUH�HIāFLHQW�HQYLURQPHQW�

Note, again, the table on page 213, which compares service level to group 

size. Fifteen agents are required to provide a service level of 80/20. But 

only 124 agents, not 150, are necessary to handle a load 10 times as large. 

THE POWERFUL POOLING PRINCIPLE

• Handle more contacts, at the same service level, with the same num-
ber of agents

• Handle the same number of contacts, at the same service level, with 
fewer agents

• Handle the same number of contacts, at a better service level, with 
the same number of agents
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The pooling principle should be a consideration from the highest levels of 

strategic planning (How many centers should you have? How should agent 

groups be designed?), down to more tactical decisions related to real-time 

adjustments or how to best invest training time and resources.

In one sense, pooling resources is at the heart of what ACDs and networks 

do. A clear trend in recent years, though, is the recognition that customers 

often have different needs and expectations, and that different agents with 

a mix of aptitudes and skills are required. Powerful capabilities, such as 

skills-based routing, give us the means to route and handle contacts based 

on myriad criteria (see Chapter 7).

Can you have VSHFLDOL]DWLRQ�ZLWKRXW�IRUJRLQJ�WKH�EHQHāWV�RI�WKH�SRZHUIXO�

pooling principle? It depends. Skills-based routing can boost HIāFLHQF\�E\�

getting contacts to the agents best suited to handle them. But when not 

managed well, or when overused, the number of contingencies can mul-

tiply beyond your management team’s ability to understand and manage 

them. The interplay can become stupefying. And the whole notion of agent 

groups and pooling begins to erode.

When skills and routing priorities become too complex, related dangers 

begin to emerge. Doug Casterton, Head of Global Workforce Planning 

and Scheduling for Trip Advisor in Oxford, U.K., warns of the “ever-

sinking queue.” When skill priorities have been set a different level, “it’s 

possible for the higher priority contacts to jump the queue, and if you 

have not correctly staffed, the lower priority contacts may never actually 

reach an agent.” 

Specialization

Contacts go to
individual agents

Universal
agents

?
Pooling
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As real and pervasive as the pooling principle is, it is not an all-or-nothing 

proposition. There is a continuum between pooling and specialization—

think of a variable thermostat rather than an on/off switch. Your objective 

should be to get as close to the pooled end of the spectrum as circum-

stances allow. Examples of supporting steps would include:

• Improve training and coaching, to enable agents to handle more con-

tact types.

• Hire multilingual agents to better cover all supported languages.

• Integrate new channels—such as social media or chat—into existing 

agent groups as much as feasible.

• Improve knowledge management systems so that agents have the in-

formation needed to handle a broad a range of contacts.

• Work on reducing turnover and improving agent tenure (their experi-

ence levels).

You get the idea. These and other steps you can take to effectively broaden 

WKH�ZRUN�W\SHV�DJHQWV�KDQGOH�ZLOO��E\�GHāQLWLRQ��ERRVW�HIāFLHQFLHV�

5. Add 6WD�DQG�ASA Goes Down

Anyone who has ever waited in line for anything knows that if there were a 

few more tollbooths, open check-out aisles, or people behind the counter, 

the line wouldn’t be so long! And when someone behind the counter gets 

reassigned to another task or goes on break, the wait increases (this hap-

pens anytime I enter a physical line—perhaps it’s a cosmic joke on those of 

us who study queues).

The same principle is at work in contact centers. When more agents are 

SOXJJHG�LQ�DQG�KDQGOLQJ�FRQWDFWV��DVVXPLQJ�WKH\�DUH�WUDLQHG�WR�GR�VR�SURā-

ciently, the queue will be shorter. Fewer agents means a longer queue. This 

principle leads to the next immutable law.
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6. Add 6WD�DQG�Trunk Load Goes Down

When more agents are assigned to a given workload, trunk load (the load on 

the network that handles voice and data) goes down. The converse is also 

true: when fewer agents are available to handle a given workload, trunk load 

goes up because the delay increases (see discussion on trunks, Chapter 7).

Each customer connected to your system is part of the workload, whether 

they are talking to an agent or waiting in queue. If you have toll-free service 

(or any other service that charges a usage fee), you are paying for this time. 

7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQV�FRVWV�DUH�LQH[WULFDEO\�ZUDSSHG�LQ�VWDIāQJ�LVVXHV��,I�ser-

vice level is continually low, the costs of network services will escalate.

7KH�IROORZLQJ�H[DPSOH�LOOXVWUDWHV�WKH�WUDGHRIIV�EHWZHHQ�VWDIāQJ�OHYHOV�DQG�

service level, average speed of answer, occupancy, and trunk load. Recall 

from Chapter 7 that trunk load represents how much time (in hours) cus-

tomers are queued for and/or talking to agents in a particular group over 

the equivalent of an hour. 6WDII�LV�FDOFXODWHG�IRU�D�KDOI�KRXUÚV�WUDIāF��EXW�

the WUXQN�ORDG�LV�FRQYHUWHG�WR�DQ�KRXUÚV�WUDIāF��ÜHUODQJVÝ��VLPSO\�EHFDXVH�

telecom managers universally use hour increments for engineering and 

management purposes.

Average handling time (sec.)* = 210; Contacts: 350 in half hour

Agents ASA SL% in 20 Sec. Occupancy Trunk Load (in hours)

42 144 29% 97% 62.9

43 63 58% 95% 47.3

44 35 61% 93% 41.8

45 21 72% 91% 39.1

46 13 80% 89% 37.6

47 9 86% 87% 36.7

48 6 90% 85% 36.1

49 4 93% 83% 35.8

50 3 95% 82% 35.5

51 2 97% 80% 35.3

52 1 98% 79% 35.2

* Avg Talk Time 180 sec., Avg After Call Work 30 sec.
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Understanding Trunk Load

Want to see where these numbers come from? (Not to worry; it doesn’t 

take long, and you’ll get the idea). Using the scenario in the table, assume 

that you have 46 agents handling contacts and, therefore, will be able to 

achieve a service level of 80/20. Here’s how the calculations produced an 

estimated 37.6 hours on the trunks:

• First, you can see that customers will be queued for agents an average 

of 13 seconds (ASA) and will be connected to agents an average of 180 

seconds (average talk time), for a total of 193 seconds. The 180 seconds 

represents the forecast for what average talk time will likely be; the 13 

seconds ASA comes from the Erlang C calculation.

• Because the table provides volume for a half hour, double 350 contacts 

to assume 700 contacts in an hour.

• Because the 700 calls spend an average 193 seconds queuing for and 

connected to agents, the trunk load in seconds is 135,100 seconds (700 

contacts × 193 seconds).

• Finally, because WUXQN�ORDG�LV�SUHVHQWHG�LQ�HUODQJV��KRXUV�RI�WUDIāF�RYHU�

the course of an hour), divide 135,100 by 3,600 (the number of sec-

onds in an hour) and you come up with 37.6 hours. To use the correct 

WHOHFRP�OLQJR��\RXÚOO�KDYH�WKH�HTXLYDOHQW�RI������HUODQJV�RI�WUDIāF�RQ�WKH�

trunks for this agent group during this time period. (Note: this exam-

ple does not include the time customers may spend in the IVR before 

arriving at the agent group, which would need to be added.)

The big variable is the time customers spend in queue before they get con-

nected. It goes up (gets worse) with fewer agents, and goes down (gets 

better) with more agents. Glance through the table, and you’ll see that if 50 

agents are handling calls, ASA will be a projected 3 seconds. If 42 agents are 

handling calls, ASA will be a projected 144 seconds. In short, the number of 

agents handling work determines the average delay, which is a key variable 

in trunk load and, accordingly, in what you pay for toll-free services.
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The Impact of 6WD�RQ�Toll-Free Costs

As you decide on service levels and how to allocate budgets, you should 

think about network costs, too. All other things being equal, if your service 

level is low, adding an agent will often bring total costs down because net-

work costs will drop dramatically.

The staff versus toll-free costs tradeoff used to be much more dramatic. In 

many parts of the world, toll-free costs are just pennies (or less) a minute. 

Toll-free service used to be much more expensive to organizations (15 cents 

per minute or higher). So, improving service level meant huge drops in net-

work costs, often producing savings that far surpassed the cost of adding 

VWDII��:LWK�WRGD\ÚV�IDU�ORZHU�QHWZRUN�FRVWV��WKH�WUDGHRII�LV�OHVV�VLJQLāFDQW�

+RZHYHU��\RX�VWLOO�KDYH�H[SHQVH�IRU�FDUU\LQJ�WKH�WUDIāF��DQG�WKHUH�DUH�DOVR�

costs related to ports, IVR capacity, maintenance, taxes, and other bud-

getary line items. Delay takes resources and it is not free. Assessing the 

impact on network costs underscores the importance of considering both 

agent and network costs together. Improving service level will save money 

on network services; these savings should be factored into predictions of 

overall costs.

The Cost of Delay

The direct expense of putting customers in queue is called the “cost of de-

lay.” It is expressed in terms of how much you pay for toll-free service each 

day (or month, hour, or half hour) just for customers to wait in queue until 

they reach an agent.

You may want to plot the cost of delay. It’s simple. First, take the total 

delay for the day, as reported by your ACD, and convert that into min-

utes or hours. Next, multiply the minutes or hours of delay by the average 

SHU�PLQXWH�RU�SHU�KRXU�FRVW�RI�\RXU�WROO�IUHH�VHUYLFH��7KHQ�DGG�WKDW�āJXUH�

to a graph that illustrates these costs (see example).
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This graph will be a reminder that poor service is not cheap. And it will 

catch the interest of senior managers, who will look at the graph and won-

der aloud, “You mean that’s what we’re paying just for customers to wait? 

Why, we could use that money for …”

Points to Remember

• There are immutable laws at work in any center that handles in-

bound contacts.

• A common theme runs through these laws: do a good job of matching 

staff with the workload or both customers and agents will suffer the 

consequences.

• The burden doesn’t fall solely on those who do the planning and sched-

uling. Designing and managing a contact center requires a big-picture 

perspective and the collaborative effort of all involved.

• A good understanding of these immutable laws is necessary for devel-

oping an accurate planning process, setting fair objectives and stan-

dards, developing a good strategy, and just about every other aspect of 

effective management.
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• It’s important that agents, senior-level managers, and others who work 

in or support the contact center are aware of these principles.
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